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Absfmcf-Smce teleoperation systems are mostly executed
in the extreme environment, there are constraints in designing
the mechanism and choosing sensors. This paper presents a
novel quontiralive comparison method of telwperators based
on X, framework. The upper 71, norm bound of the

system including X, sub optimal contmUer is used as the
performance index. As a case study, the method is applied
to a real teleoperation system to study the eNects of sensory
configuration and back-drkability of the mechanism on the
performance of the system in tasks which involve direrent
environment impedances It can be important criteria to
design a teleoperator from the control point of view.
I. IN'TKODUCTION

The difficulty in implementing a teleoperation system
comes from the unpredictability of human and environment
impedances, communication disturbances, such as time delay, and quantization error. Previous work in the literature
focus on the robust controller design to overcome such
uncertainties and disturbances from a control point of view.
The conttollers are designed for a specific haptic device,
slave manipulator and task. As the result, the teleoperation
system with a well tuned controller can demonstrate its best
performance. This approach is applicable when we can pick
our favorite mechanism and sensors for the haptic device
and the slave manipulator. However, in some applications,
there are constraints in designing the mechanisms and
choosing the sensors. For example, in the application of
minimally invasive surgery, since the slave manipulator
works inside the patient through a small port, the size of
the actuators and number of sensors are restricted. However, there is no systematic quantitative methodology to
compare different teleoperator architectures, or to evaluate
design decisions, such as sensory configuration or drive
mechanisms, to guide design of the overall teleoperation
systems.
The teleoperator architectures can be classified by the
number of channels of sensor information used. There are
4 architectures, position to position, impedance two port,
admittance two pon, and 4-channel. The position to position architecture model uses only position information. The
master device and the slave manipulator follow opposite
side's position. With this architecture, the interface can be
simple, however, exact force reflection is impossible. Two
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pon and 4-channel architectures are more popular, since we
can control the position and force simultaneously. There
are two types of two port architectures according to the
force sensor location. If force sensor is used at the slave
manipulator, it is impedance interface. If force sensor is
used at the master device, then it is admittance interface.
Hannaford used two pon network model design framework
in which an operator command position and interaction
force between slave manipulator and environment is reflected to the operator [I]. He inuoduced the hybrid matrix,
which he discussed how it can be a measure of performance of the teleoperator. Anderson and Spong introduced
passi\,ity theory with scattering matrix to overcome time
delay for two port interface [Z].The scattering matrix can
be a measure of passivity for uncertainty, such as constant
time delay. Colgate suggested the achievable impedance
range, Z-width as a measure of performance in sampled
data system [31. A d a m and Hannaford applied virtual
coupling to impedance and admittance interfaces so as
to find the Z-width to satisfy unconditional stability [4].
Lawrence defined transparency as an objective of performance to match impedances of human and environment
and proved that all four idormation channels are required
for the high levels of ttansparency 151. Yokokohji defined
new performance index of maneuverability [6].Cavusoglu
suggested new measure of fidelity which is the sensitivity
of the transmined impedance to changes in the environment
impedance. This measure was used to design teleoperation
controllers [71. The above mentioned frameworks need assumptions; human and environment are linear and passive,
in addition they have difficulty to treat uncertainty of the
plant, disturbance, and noise systematically.
Another approach is to use X, framework or p synthesis with velocity and force information channels at
both directions. Kazerooni developed an 31, framework to
design a controller which transmits only force signals at the
master and slave robots 181. Yan and Salcudean suggested
a general framework for X, optimization using motion
scaling [9].Leung applied p synthesis to design controllers
for time delayed teleoperation [IO]. With these frameworks,
though we can treat exactly the robust stability and robust
performance of the system with multiple sources of uncer-
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tainties, this approach are not generally used since a teleoperator has unique characteristics distinguished from other
robotic system. In common robotic systems, they have
desired path or impedance so that the controller is designed
to follow them. However, a teleoperator includes human
operator and environment and their impedance is not measurable. In the three approaches referred above, controllers
are designed for a specific environment impedance and
they have no general methodology for other performance
objectives. If the impedance is changed, then controllers
are not optimal anymore and the stability can not he
guaranteed.
In this paper, we present 'quantitarive' method to compare
teleoperator mechanisms and architectures using a task
based desired performance. We apply H, design framework in which the uncertainty of environment impedance,
plants, and noise of sensors are treated as disturbance
inputs. In this paper, all 4 architectures mentioned and
back-drivability of the mechanism are the subject of comparison. The y value, the upper 71, norm hound of the
system including H, sub-optimal controller, is used as the
performance index.
The teleoperator architecture models will he presented
in section II followed by the introduction of the 'Hm
framework in section m. The procedure to quantitatively
compare teleoperator using H, framework will he described in section N.The comparison methodology to
practical case will be applied in section V. Section VI will
present the quantitative comparison results of teleoperators
followed by the discussion in section VU.

I

I

I

11. TELEOPERATOR
ARCHITECTURE MODELS
In this srudy, we will consider the 4 different teleoperator
architectures shown in Fig.]. Position and force measurements are the most frequently used signals in teleoperation
systems. Position sensors are used both at the master
device and the slave manipulator in all the configuration in
Fig.]. On the other hand, each configuration has different
number of force sensors. The interfaces have the following
sensor combinations: force sensor at the slave side only
(Fig.l(a)), force sensors at both sides (Fig.l(h)), no force
sensor (Fig.l(c)), and force sensor at the master side only
(Fig.l(d)) .
The description of elements of a teleoperation system are
shown in Table.1. Here, we assume that human position is
same as the master device's position, i.e., a rigid master.
IVd,, l v d 2 . I V d a , !Vd,, TtTn, l*'dXc, "'d,,,,
and Tf'dTa are
the weighting fuFctiqns to sh?pe ?nd amplify unit random
inputs, d l , dz, d3, 4, ih, d z m d,,,
,
and d, into actual
inputs, di, d 2 . d3. dq. rh. d z s 3d,, and d,.
111.

H,

DESIGN

-

FRAMEWORK

In this section, the suggested 4 interfaces will he rearranged to the linear fractional (LFT) form [ I l l . After
rearrangement we can get the form as shown in Fig.2,
where G is the plant expressed by a state space representation, K is the controller, z is the cost functions to

1

I

(d)
Fip. 1. Teleopurators (a) : with l a m sensor only at slaw side. (b) : with
farce SC~SOR I both sidcs. (c) : without farcc sen~or,(d) : with force
SC"S0l
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TABLE I

of force tracking measures typically used in the literature,

ELEMENTS OF A TELEOPERATTION SYSTEM

11

P,,,, Pa
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Nm. Ne
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e,,

Nominal plant model of the master and slave
Nominal environmenl impedance
Gear Patios of the maser and slave
Uncenaiaies of manler and blave

er2 = um - re.

IITzwllm =

measure performance, w is disturbance inputs, y is sensor
information, and U is control inputs with

[W1(rt,- re),

IV2(Z,"

~

ZS)?

I.l',u,,,

I.V47J,jT,
(1)

u.]',

U = [U,,

[a,,

22,

23,

(2)
Fh,

24;

for architecture I

(5)
(6)

In [SI, e, is used for force tracking performance. In [9]
and [IO]; e,, is used. If e, goes to zero, it means that
a controller just reflects the interaction force at the slave
side so that U, becomes re and the operator feels re and
impedance of master device. If e, goes to zero, then rj,
follows re. It means that U,,,reflects the interaction force,
re,and also generate feed forward input to the master
device. At a result, the operator does not feel the master
device impedance. In this paper, since we will compare
various mechanisms, e,, should be used in order to keep
the operator from feeling the master device impedance.
If eTz is used for the performance index, then high gear
ratio mechanism would have small position variation for
the same magnitude of force command resulting in an
erroneous reduction of position error.
In this paper, the controller will be designed using the
31, optimization. Then we can find a sub-optimal H,
controller, K , such that

Pig. 2. Linrar Fmc~ionalForm

=

-re,

and

"'+Tw
x

= Th

belT

l l F ~ ( G ~ W l<; a

(7)

where T,, is the transfer function which includes plant
G and controller K , and y is the upper hound of the
H
' , norm of cost function, z, with respect to unit random
inputs, w. .FL(.,
.) is lower Lm. Since finding H , suhoptimal controller is not the issue of this paper and numerical algorithm to calculate it is already well known, we will
not explain the details of the solution process. Internally
stable Hm sub-optimal controller and y value can be
obtained easily using above LF7 form and MATLAB wAnalysis and Synthesis Tmltwx [IZ].

1V. ANALYSIS
METHOD

W =

In this section, we will summarize how to compare the

and

=

I

[y-.
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T

y].,

f y architecture 1

v7J
T

[ Y ~ ,Y~ vTh,
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for architecture 3
T
y s 2 ],y
for architecture 4
y.,]

(4)
The first element of the cost function, z , is the force
tracking performance which evaluates how precisely the
master device reflects the interaction force between the
slave manipulator and the environment. The second one
is the position tracking error. The third and forth ones
are the penalties on controller outputs which are inputs
to the plant G . W I ,Wz, W 3 , and lV4 are the frequency
dependent weighting
- - functions. Here, we need to exolain
the first element of the cost function. There are two kinds

teleoperators quantitatively using the measurable index, y
value as follows.
1) Select a plant. Specify the nominal plant model, P,
and P,, modelling error, l,Vdvd,and Urd3, and sensor
noise, IV,, and Wd4.
2) Specify the range of humah force, WT,,,suitable for
the task.
3) Specify nominal environment impedance, Z,, and
uncenainty, lVdzc, also based on the task.
4) Specify force sensor noise, l'Vd7,%
and M7dTS.
5 ) Decide the frequency range where performance ohjectives should he significantly satisfied, 1,Vl and W,
which have unit magnitudes.
6) Decide actuator limitation, W3 and lV4.
7) For every interface of teleoperator and various gear
ratios, N , and N , :
7-11 Rearrange the system equation into the linear fractional transformation forms
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7-2)

Calculate the H, sub-optimal controller, correspondingjoint angles. Therefore, the relation between
K , and the upper hound of ~~T2,,~~,,
y. actuator angles, 0; and 6';. and the joint angles are as
increasing the scales-(ol and 61)of WI = follows :
1
1 , and
OlMi1 and WZ= h W 2 ,until the H , upper
OZ = -02
= -8;.
(14)
N
N
hound becomes equal to 1. In other words,
And the variation of forward kinematics is
find the Bl and p2 values such as

e,

1 1
inf{--,-:

a

ll~~,,ll, < 1

6y = N{l~sin(O3)6Oj+ 11 cos(02)60;}.

, = p~
l I V l ,~t ~ i ~ z = ~ 2 1 V 2 } .

O2

(8)
We can then compare the different teleoperator architectures using the inverse of, fi1 and 02,the scales of IV1 and
W 2 which give best possible performance for the selected
mechanism and interface.

The quantization error of joint position measurement is
2 ~ / 8 1 9 2rad with 2048 pulseslrev rotary encoder with
quadrature encoding. Therefore, the worst quantization
error in task space, 6y happens where 82 = 0, 83 = 7112.
The amplitude of d2 and d4 can he calculated as

v. CASE STUDY

12.568 x 10-'1
1
ldzl = ~1l d a l , (16)

16~lss;=ae;=~,s,=o,e,=n/z

=

-_

In this section, we will perform a case study to illustrate the analysis method presented above. First, we will
introduce the practical plant, disturbances, environment
impedance, uncertainty, human force source and noise
models that will be used in the subsequent analysis. The
y-axis of PHANToM will he used as the master and slave
plant models. The y-axis transfer function of PHANToM
is given' for the master and slave plants as follows [13]:
1
1
,972
-P

- 1
-7

--P,=IY,=E
AT2
~

~'+30.2583+2.923x10ss'+5.741 x lO'st1.784 x 10'o
1.526s2+233st2.848xIO5

Id21 = Id41

P, = P,

Uncertainty expressed as disturbances caused by modelling
error and friction are denoted by d l and d3. In this case
study, we will only consider the friction of the manipulator. PHANToM has 0.04(N) end-effector friction [141.
Therefore, the amplitude of the disturbances are :
(11)

In H , framework, the disturbances are assumed to he unit
magnitude white noise inputs. we used the following filters
to convert the unit disturbance inputs io actual disturbances
described above.
!%'dl

= iq'ds = Id11 = /d31.

(17)

(18)

In the set up, the human operator uses his fingertip for force
commands. We assume that the human operator force input
range, Irhl, is 1 ( N ) and its bandwidth is below 5 Hz. So,
(19)

For the nominal environment impedance, we will use the
impedance of a silicon gel, which has consistency similar
10 human soft tissue as reported by [15], and an object
which has 30 times higher impedance than a silicon gel.

2,=

10
115
= 0.003478(N).

lO-'(mm).

"Vd, = t'frd, = Id21 = id41.

~i+30.25~3+2.923~105~2+5.7alx10Bstl.784~1010
1.526s2+2338+2.848 x IO1

Id31 = O.O4(N) X

X

d2 and da are the quantization errors which are modelled
as white noise, therefore, It'drd, and Wd4 are just amplifiers,

(10)

Id11 =

= 2.953

. (9)

In Eq.(9), P:" and Pi are nominal model ofPHANToM.
In Fig.], Pm and P8 are transfer functions for unit gear
ratio. Since PHANToM has a gear ratio N = 115/10,

=

(15)

+

where, Ii = 215(m.m) and lZ = 170(mm) are the
are the
lengths of the 2nd and 3rd links, and O2 and
'lo this r e p n , dimensians are millimeters lor psilion and Ncwlons
for force.

1)

gel

(20)

The uncertainly of the environment is expressed by disturbance form and its magnitude, ldzml,is assumed as O.l(N),
10% of human force command. Then,

1V&*

1

= Id,=I = -.

10

(21)

Therefore, our task covers Z,with l/lO(N) uncertainly in
whole frequency. Force sensor noises &e denoted by d,
and d,. The amplitude of these values are 1/40(N) when
a 20(N) capacity force sensor is used [16]. dTh and d,
model force sensor noise and TYd, and Wdr2 are also just
amplifiers,
lq'dr = lvd,z

(12)

Sensor noises caused by quantization error are denoted by
d2 and d4. The forward kinematics of PHANToM y-axis
is
y = l2 - 12 cos(&)
l1 sin(Qz),
(13)

0.35(0.05s + for silicon
(10.50(0.05s
+ 1) for high impedance env. 1.

=

Id,l = ldT21.

(22)

VI. COMPARISON OF TELEOPEKII'ORS

This section shows the quantitative comparison results
using the procedure mentioned in section N.The Fig.3
shows the hest performance, ( l / p l ) and (lib), of four
teleoperator architectures in contact with the silicon gel
environment, with respect to various master and slave
gear ratios. Fig.4 shows the result for the high impedance
environment. In Fig.3 and Fig.4, there are two figure sets
which are the results of position and force tracking error,
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(b)

(b)

Fig. 3. Pcdoormance with the ~ i l i c o n
pel environment (a): Position error,
(bl : Force error. In wch ret. Ihe upper lefr is for archilecture Fig.I(a1,
Ihc upper right for Fip.lih1. Ihe I o w u I d ! for Fig.l(c1. and Iowcr right

158.4.

Br Fig.l(d1.

l01a "phl

(a) and (b) respectively. N,,, and N , indicate the gear ratio
of master device and slave manipulator. In each sets, there
are 4 results according to the architectures. The upper left
picture of each figure sets is for the interface in Fig.l(a).
The upper right, the lower left and the lower right one
are for Fig.l(b), Fig.l(c), and Fig.l(d), respectively. For
example, the upper left picture of Fig.3(a) indicates the
minimum upper bound of position tracking error, or the
best position tracking performance, of the interface with
force sensor only at the slave manipulator with respect
to various gear ratios of the master device and slave
manipulators. For the task for the soft environment, higher
gear ratios at both sides have an advantage of position
tracking performance and the architecture is not relevant
to the position tracking performance (Fig.3(a)). However,
force tracking performance is dependant to the architecture
type as well as the gear ratio (Fig.3(b)). For a given
architecture the lower gear ratio results in better force
tracking performance, however, the gear ratio of the side
where the force sensor is attached d w s not affect the
performance. For example, the upper left picture in Fig.3(b)
shows that the lower gear ratio at the master side results
in a lower force tracking error, while the performance is
not affected by the gear ratio at slave side,

Performance with Ihc high impedance environmm, (a1 : Pobiiion
error, (h) : Fmce mor. In cach SEI, the upper left is for architecture
Fig.lia1, the uppr right for lT~.ll,bJ,the lower leii for Fip.t(e1, and

for Fip.l(d1.

For the high impedance environment, the position tracking
error gets lower when the gear ratio at master side gets
higher, while the gear ratio at the slave side makes no
difference (FigA(a)). Since the impedance is high, position
variation of the slave manipulator becomes very small and
the gear ratio at the slave manipulator does not affect the
position tracking performance as much. Though FigA(b)
shows similar results as in Fig.3, except when there is
no force sensor at the slave manipulator, the result is not
monotonous and there is some intermediate gear ratio that
result in worse perfomiance than higher gear ratio.

VII.

DISCUSSION

This paper presents a quantitative methodology to compare teleoperation system in the viewpoint of ?& optimality. 4 different teleoperator architectures are classified by
sensory configurations, and back-drivability is expressed
by gear ratio. The models used include an extensive set of
disturbances, and uncertainties of plant and environment
are included in the form of distorbances. The most popular
haptic device, PHANTOM, is used as the master device
and the slave manipulators, and practical disturbances are
used in the analysis. The results shows the effects of
various interface and back-drivability parameters on two
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kinds of environments, silicon gel
. and high impedance
object. The method presented provides a quantitative help
to design teleoperation systems which is optimal in the
sense of task based Derformance obiectives.
_
.
~ In ~the ~case~
study, we have considered a limited set for environment
uncertainty. It is possible to extend this set. However,
this results in an over conservative controller, limiting
the nominal performance. In the future, we will treat the
environment as the structured uncertainty. It is expected
to be a more effective approach to interpret the relation
between conservativeness and performance.
~
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